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Image by Ian Smith, winner last quarter

COMPETITION
● 10 entries
● Criteria:
○ Composition
○ Processing
○ Effort
○ Skill
○ Artistry
○ Ingenuity
○ Creativity
○ The journey
○ Gut reaction…
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Ron Morley
M64 Black Eye Galaxy
It was of interest to me:
1) as M64 looks quite nice in mono and
2) I was imaging it immediately prior to your
kind re-direction to the new supernova in
NGC 4647. It was an exciting night.
Details are:
M64 The Black Eye Galaxy
Mono image
LX200 250mm SCT with F/6.3 reducer
20 x 60 sec exposures
Binning 1x1
18th April 2022 (23.22 – 23.41hrs)

David Harvey
NGC 6888 Crescent Nebula
13th May. STC Duo ﬁlter, APP, PhotoShop.
Ts-photon 6" f/4 Advanced Newtonian, Ioptron
GEM45NUC Mount ZWO ASI 533MC Camera
ASI533MC.
Only taken a handful of images with this new to
me Camera which in itself is always a new
adventure but I've also scaled down and taken a
different post processing direction, well more
accurately back to where I and many of us start
out; back to Photoshop. Still using Astro Pixel
Processor for pre-processing the Colour. Colour
mapping extracted narrow band OII, Ha,
Mono(SII) ﬁles in Photoshop.
One of the past niggles using Photoshop and the
reason many of us search out alternatives such as
Pixinsight, which is the ability to remove "noise"
from our data. Recently released software from
Russel @ rcastro i.e Noise and Star Exterminator
is a game changer, …

Ramsay McIver
Markarian’s Chain
A friend had suggested to me that we should join forces and try
heading North to explore some new dark sites he had been
looking at. With a good weather forecast and ﬁngers crossed we
set off on our journey past Stirling, through Callander around the
magniﬁcent Loch Lubnaig to Strathyre and the Kingshouse Hotel.
Behind the hotel there is an old military road also known as Rob
Roy Way which we joined and drove along the forest track until
we reached a large clearing where there was a working quarry.
We started to set up around 8:30 and spent a little while
guesstimating where the pole star would appear, once it was
visible we completed our PA and waited until it was dark enough
to start imaging. After a couple of false starts I ﬁnally managed to
get a guiding calibration carried out and start capturing images at
around 12:30. I had to rely on manual focus and it wasn’t until
later I realised why, I’d take the x1.6 extender out of the Takahashi
image train and forgotten to change the focal length of the scope,
that’s why the EAF wasn’t working! – there’s always something
else to remember and learn!
As this was going to be my ﬁrst night imaging with a cooled
camera my expectations weren’t really set very high, I was already
astonished that my mount was guiding for the ﬁrst time after all!
As I was feeling that I needed to capture some galaxies I decided
to go for Markarian’s Chain. I slewed to M84 in the middle of the
chain and framed the image to centralise everything. From
previous experience I gave it ten 300 seconds exposures at -20
degrees and unity gain. Nine frames made it thought the
PixInsight workﬂow which took me longer than acquiring the
images including driving.. It’s been a very steep learning curve to
get to here but I think the result was well worth it. No ﬁlters were
used.

Pat Devine
Star trails, all-sky camera
I have been working to improve my allsky
camera and moving it to a better
position. As well as setting up a meteor
camera as part of the UKmon network. I
have probably spent more time on these
cameras this quarter than Astro imaging
so felt this image was appropriate.
This image was taken on April 24th just
prior to my camera crashing and needing
a rebuild.:-( The software used to capture
the image was developed by Thomas
Joaquim referenced in my talk earlier in
the quarter.

Viv Cotton
Milky Way
Core
It was taken in the last
couple of days of a
10-day photography
holiday. We were
given permission to go
onto this site during
the night to take
photos - so it meant
getting some sleep in
the early evening then
heading out about
2am, and
astrophotography
until it became too
light for that. We
typically stayed out to
catch the sunrise and
golden light, heading
to bed mid-morning to
get a little more sleep.
Taken on a Canon EOS
5D mk 3 @ 26mm, ISO
3200, 25 seconds, f2.8

Ramsay McIver
M81 Bodes Galaxy & M82 the
Cigar Nebula
A friend had suggested to me that we should join forces and try heading
North to explore some new dark sites he had been looking at. With a good
weather forecast and ﬁngers crossed we set off on our journey past
Stirling, through Callander around the magniﬁcent Loch Lubnaig to
Strathyre and the Kingshouse Hotel. Behind the hotel there is an old
military road also known as Rob Roy Way which we joined and drove along
the forest track until we reached a large clearing where there was a
working quarry.
We started to set up around 8:30 and spent a little while guesstimating
where the pole star would appear, once it was visible we completed our PA
and waited until it was dark enough to start imaging. After a couple of false
starts I ﬁnally managed to get a guiding calibration carried out and start
capturing images at around 12:30. I had to rely on manual focus and it
wasn’t until later I realised why, I’d take the x1.6 extender out of the
Takahashi image train and forgotten to change the focal length of the
scope, that’s why the EAF wasn’t working! – there’s always something else
to remember and learn!
As this was going to be my ﬁrst night imaging with a cooled camera my
expectations weren’t really set very high, I was already astonished that my
mount was guiding for the ﬁrst time after all! For the second shot of the
evening I decided to go for M81 and M82. I slewed to M81 in the middle of
the ﬁeld and framed the image to centralise everything. From previous
experience I gave it ten 300 seconds exposures at -20 degrees and unity
gain but only six frames were taken before my portable power pack
started to run out of electrons, I’d seriously underestimated how much
power a cooled camera took. I had to do my darks and ﬂats the next day
when the batteries had recharged. 5 Frames made it through the
PixInsight workﬂow which took me longer than acquiring the images
including driving there and back. I guess to bring out more colour in the
Cigar Nebula I would need to add more data, 15 minutes integration
doesn’t seem to be nearly enough in this instance. It’s been a very steep
learning curve to get to here but I think the result was well worth it. No
ﬁlters were used.

Ian Smith
Pelican Nebula
Despite the lack of
darkness in June, the use of
a tri-band ﬁlter enabled
capturing images of the
nebula. It does require a
late session of setting up
the telescope, focusing etc
but once complete, it can
be left to capture the
images, provided the
weather permits.

Hugh Somerville
Hip 54584 DS
Spec F0 Yellow-white Dist 1221.72 lyrs
Just 20 arcmins rad from M 108 Surfboard galaxy.
Ursa Major

HJ 54584
(Sep A-B 37.5”, A-C 26.1”)
A 8.93 mag, B 13.57 mag, C 15.80 mag
Measurements have been taken since 1831 for A-B
and since 1989 for A-C
Both still uncertain if actual binaries
No further data on WDS
My catalogue ref HCS (Hist) DS - 290
This was the last occasion when I was doing any
Astro-imaging, and I spotted this one on Stellarium
as I was setting up for M 108.

Mike McGovern
Moon mosaic, white background
A 26 panel mosaic of the Moon taken on 4th
June 2022 when it was around 24%
illuminated. By changing the background to
white it shows parts of the Terminator that
wouldn't normally be seen when the image is
processed in the normal way.
Taken using an 8" StellaLyra Classical
Cassegrain and ZWO ASI224MC with ZWO
850nm IR Pass ﬁlter. Each 60 second video
was created in FireCapture, processed with
Autostakkert3, stitched together using
Microsoft ICE and further processed using
Registax6 and GIMP.

Ramsay
McIver
Corstorphine
Conjunction
This was a completely
unplanned, opportunistic shot, I
walked in to my ofﬁce and
looked out of the window and
saw that the moon was about to
set behind Corstorphine Hill. I
had time to pop my Canon Ra
on a tripod and with the
100-400 Zoom lens and the 1.4
tele extender that was already
on the lens wait for the setting
moon to appear from behind
the clouds, I think this is the
more pleasing image of the one
shots I managed 560.0mm,
ƒ/8.0, 0.3 sec, ISO 1600.
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A lot of work and skill to capture
and process the data, and
create the mosaic.
Creative use of contrast to
make features stand out that
might otherwise get lost.
Ingenious!
Storybook / drawing feel to the
image.

White Moon Mosaic
by Mike McGovern

